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101.

paper or black HB pencil
3. Students should note, no supplement will be provided
4. All questions are compulsory (\i{

5. Figures towards RH-S indicate

Answer any five questions.

1) What is grapevine. Give it's im

2A2.

2) Describe in short:E. mail.

3) Describe about formal repod.

4) What is the importance of E. mail

5) What is the objective of

6) Write importance of intern gbo

7) Write a note on

Answer any four qu

thinking.

1) What is a letter. Focus on its different parts.

2l What is by problem solving? Give on example.

3)W note on order letter.

4) are benefits of critical thinking?

Enlist five important interview skills.

What major points of subject should be avoided in group discussion?
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3. Answer any one question.

1 ) Write short note on -
a) Negotiation skill b) lntrapersonalskill.

2) How does role of information technolo
economics of the market?

SECTI

4. Answer any five questions.

1 ) What is the importance of business co

2) Enlist any four barriers of communicati

3) What are major points to be kept in mi

10

4) Give any two points of differe
communication?

5) What are the principals of co

6) Write a note on verbal comm

205"

7) Describe the term :Agenda. 
^oo

Answer any four questions.

1) Describe : Non verbal communica

2) How will you overcome barriers bommunication?

3) Explain : channels of comm

4) Describe about : Minult$Bf meetins.

106.

e like? Explain.

good paragraph.

cation? What is its significance?

nferencing in modern communication?

'"::::.T' 
d isadvantases?


